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The character of equilibrium of heavy, viscous, incompressible, 
finitely conducting, rotating fluid in the presence of magnetic field 
along the direction of gravitational field Ixas been investigated. It 
has been shown that the solution is characterized by a variational 
principle. Based on the oxistenco of variational principle an approxi­
mate solution has been derived for the case of a fluid having exponen­
tially varying density in the vertical direction. Due to finite'con­
ductivity of the fluid it is found that potentially stable or unstable 
configuration retains its character. The growth rate of disturbance 
has been obtained corrosponcling to long and short wave lengths. 
I t  is shown that for short wave lengths the growth rate of disturb­
ance is independent of the magnitude of rotatiqn and finite electrical 
conductivity. Finally the special case in wlxich the waves arise in 
the absence of buoyancy forces has been treated.
1. Introduction
Lord Rayleigh (1883) was one of the first to investigate the equilibrium of a 
stratified inviscid fluid and found that the equilibrium of a horizontal layer of a 
heavy incompressible fluid of a variable density is stable C3T unstable according 
as dpjdz is everywhere negative or is anywhere positive. Chandrasekhar (1955) 
studied the character of the equilibrium of an incompressible, heavy viscous fluid 
of variable density and observed that in the stable case, the fluid oscillates about 
the mean position with an amplitude which decays exponentially a t a rate which 
increases with increasing viscosity. Hide (1955) studied further the effect of 
magnetic field and found that magnetic field, considerably stabilizes the system. 
I t  is possible to have oscillatory motion in the presence of magnetic field even 
if the system is thoroughly unstable.
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Hide (1956) also considered the effect of uniform rotation on the character 
of the equilibrium of a stratified fluid of finite depth of exponentially varying 
density and found that the combined influcmoo of viscosity and rotation 
ihstabilizes the system.
Ariel (1971) investigated the effect of a uniform magnetic field along the 
ilirection of g on the character of equilibrium of a heavy, viscous, incompressible, 
infinitely conducting, rotating fluid of variable density and it is shown that the 
solution is characterized by a variational principle. Based on variational prin­
ciple, he has shown that both magnetic field and tlic coriolis forces tend to stabilize 
tlio system separately.
in a more realistic physical situation one must take into account the finite 
conductivity of the medium. We thus, investigate the effect of the finite con­
ductivity of tlie medium on the equilibrium of a heavy viscous, incompressible, 
rotating fluid of variable density in the presence of a vertical magnetic field.
2. Basic Equations
The equation of motion to the problem under consideration is 
P^“ +/o(u.V)u =  V-L-i>+A(Vii+HV)]+'‘/M (V X //)x f/]+ 2 ^ (« x £ 2 )+ p ^ .
(1)
wlierc
f) density of fluid at point P  at time i 
p i>ressure ati any point 
u velocity at any point (u, v, w)
g acceleration due to gravity with component —p in the z-direction 
ic coeflicient of magnetic permeability 
J  electrical current density
H  uniform magnetic field pervading the fluid configuration, (0, 0, H)
/I t;oeHioient of viscosity.
The equation of conservation of matter of an incompressible fluid is
y.ii===0.  ^ ... (2)
Also, since the fluid is incompressible, the density of any fluid particle should 
remain the same throughout the motion, therefore
%+(wv)p=^o (3)
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M axwell equations are
V X W =
V X // 0.
...  (4) 
. . .  (6)
... (fi)
The relation between the coefficient o f electrical conductiv ity  (o'), current 
density, electrical field and m agnetic field is given  by
7  =  o '(£ + sa X ff) ... (7)
N ow  elim inating J  and E  between eq.s. (4), (6) and (7) by operating on eqs. 
(4) and (7) w ith curl, we have
d H
dt
whore
—V(u X / / )
I
47rso'
. . .  (8)
... (9 )
Lot us consider the effect o f a sm all perturbation upon the static  equilibrium  
configuration which produces a velocity field u  (com ponents it, v, w). Lot the 
corresponding perturbations in the density , pressure, coefficient o f v iscosity  and 
m agnetic field be 3p, dp, S/i, and h respectively i.e .,
P =  t / , 2 , 1)
P -= Po(2)+<^P(». J/' 0
p =  Po(«)+V(*. 0
H  == Hoi-h(x, y, z, t).
The linear equations governing those perturbations are
dv
Po
dw
dt -  a ?  +^«v*<"+2
(10)
(1 1 )
( 12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
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du dv dw _  .
. dhy dhz  ^
dx ' dy dz
(17)
(18)
(19)
( 20 )
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Analysing the distrubance into normal modes, we seek solutions, whose 
dependence on x,y,smH  H s given by exp. (ik^-\-ikj,-\-nt). where fc* and ky are 
the horizontal components of the wave-vector k and n is the rate at which the 
lystom departs from equilibrium. For solutions having this dopondenco on 
.r y and I, eqs. (14) to (20) becomes
+(ikxW+ Du)Dp^ ... (21)
-)- k^ (j/47t(D^j/ ■— ikyhz) — 2ip^ \iCi-\~iiQ{iy^ —k^)v
-\r(ikyW+Dv)Dp^ ... (22)
DSp ~ ---np^w+ - k ' ^ ) w + —g8p ... (23)
ik^u+ikyV — -D w ... (24)
ikjkx-^i^'yhfy — —Dhx ... (25)
nSp — —wDpf^ ... (26)
[/i—?;(Z)2—F)]fi ^  HqDu . ... (27)
where D denotes the differentiation with respect to z and k — (k/+ky^)* is total 
wave number of disturbance.
Multiplying eqs. (21) and (22) by and - ik y  respectively and then 
adding and making use of oqs. (24) and (25), we find that
. mo\^ — ikyjV—ikyU
in the 3-component of the vorticity vector.
ItiKeriing the value of from oq. (26) in eq, (23), we obtain 
Bdp =  —%PqW+/Aq(.D2—fc2)'//^+2(D/^QDt^)+ ^(Dpo)^
(28)
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Now eliminating Sp between eqs. (28) and (30), we obtain
n[k^pf^w--D(p(^Dw)] H- (kIIJ47t)(D^ -  k^)Dhz-(gk^ln)(Dp^)w--^D{2pQaC)
+p,,(D^‘-^k^)^w+2Dpf,(D^^k^)Dv}+D^p^(D^+k:^^^^ =  0. ... (31)
Multiplying (2J) and (22) by — ik^ and /'/;y respectively, and adding, on making 
use of (29), we have
whore
[n p f f- / i o ( ^ ^ - k ^ ) - j O p o ^ K  - ( f<B o /47r)J ) i  =  2p f f Q I ) t v  . . .  (32)
. . .  (33)^ -- 'lkij(Jly~~'~'ikyhgtt
The s-components of eq, (27) is
[ a - 7;(i)2-A;2)]^ 2 =  Tl^Dw, . . .  (34)
Multiplying x and y components of eq. (27) by —iky and ik^ and adding, 
wo have
. . .  (35)
3. B o u n d a r y  Co n d i t i o n s
At a free surface the kinematical condiiiion is that a particle which is at the 
surface at one instant of time will remain there indefinitely. However, following 
Rayleigh, wo assume tliat there are no surface waves (potent ial energy of the 
disturbation tree case is not a majoi* considerai-ion in this case) and take
w — 0 on a free surface (36)
The existence of tangential stresses within the fluid leads to another condi­
tion, namely, that and pyg must vanish on a free surface.
Now the tangential stresses can be shown to be
=  Po f ,;  -= P,i.ik.w+Du]+K ^  h, ... (37)
Pvz -  Po -  P^kyw+Dv]+K hy. ~  ... (38)
Thus iky,p^z-\~'^^yVy2 must vanish, so that
/<o(i>*+ifc>+/fc?®DA*:-0 ... (39)4tt
and rr
. ... (40)
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For the sake of mathematical tractability, we shall bo following Hide (1955) 
iuifl assume that D^w =  0 at a free surface. Hence, by (36) and (39) the remaining 
fomlitions, become
D^w =  0 =  Dhz OIL the free surface ... (41)
From eq. (40), it follows that
f == 0 on the free surface ... (42)
111 case the fluid terminates at a rigid boundary, u can have no normal com­
ponent; because the fluid cannot slip relative to the boundary due to  viscosity.
1 ’lius
u =  0 on a rigid boundary. ... (43)
Since u and v both vanish, by eq. (24) is equal to Dw, lienee
'/(; =  0 =  Dw ^  0 on a rigid boundary. ... (44)
The boundary condition on the normal component of vorticity vector, can 
be deduced by making use of the equation
^ =  ikgV—ikyii
and from eq. (43), it follows that 
^ - 0 on a rigid smTaoe.
(46)
(46)
Further conditions arise when we consider the behaviour of the magnetic 
and electric fields of the boundary. Tf the fluid is bounded by an ideal conductor, 
no disturbance within the fluid can charge E  and H outside the fluid. Since 
snrfiicc charges and surface currents can only allow discontinuities in Ez, ky, and 
hy, we must require that
E,,==Ey = hz = 0, ... (47)
Ey, — klT/ikyhz'—rjDhy^vHQ], ... (48)
Ey =  k[7|Dh„.—7|ikJl2+uH^^\, ... (49)
Thus ikf^Eg.+ikyEy and iky.Ey’^ ikyEy, must vanish, so that
=  0 ... (50)
and
[v(D^-k^)hz+HQDw] =  0 ... (61)
Now on a rigid boundary Dw =  0 and f  =  0.
Therefore,
D (= ^0  and hz = 0 ... (62)
a surface bounded by an ideal conductor.
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4. A Variational Prinoiple
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Let m and Uj denote two of the eharacterintie values of ?i and Jet the solutions 
belonging to those characteristic values be distinguished by the subscripts i and j.
Now consider the eq, (31) for the cliara(^tej istic value m  and after multiplica­
tion by Wj (belonging to n-j) integrate over the vertical extent of fluid (0 ^ 2 ^  d), 
we have
D(pQDivi)]iVjdz-\-(KHQl47T) j  Wj(iy^—k^)Dhidz—^~- J Dp^WiWjdz
0
-  t  m P oiX i)dz+  /  
0 0
Tli u
-^D' f^iQ(U^—lc^ )Wi}w^dz =  0.
The magnetic term in eq. (63)
/I  ;  W}(D^-mDhidz ^  - K § ^ f  I>Wj(D^-k^)hidz.4T7 0 47T 0
(53)
(64)
Substituting for Dwf from eq. (34) in eq. (64), we have
d 1/ d (nn di
■f’ =  DhtDh}dz-\ s Ii^hiD'%jdz
=  0 ... (65)
Similarly, the partial integration of il terms yields
d d
7^ 1 — — /  D(2pQL‘l^i)w fk  — J 2pQilCiDu j^dz. ... (6G)
Substituting for Dwj from eq. (32) in eq. (66), we have
-  «•? SPoUjdz+ tM k% iC )+ l^^m d z+ K  f*  J ^}D^tdz.0 0 471 0
Inserting the value of from eq. (36) in eq. (57), we
... (57)
/n  =  n g f po^t^fdz+J  Mk^^iQ+D^tI)^)}dz+K fiii jd z + K 0 ^ ,fD itD iid z
... (58)
Substituting the values of P  and P^ in the eq. (63), we obtain
^^ <(A +  ^ 9)^C9^V' *^) 2^ +  ^ 3 +  ^ H +  ^ 7(^ 4 +  ^ 6 +  A) 7^^ (^-^ 4 +  276 +  -^ 6 +  '^9+Ao) === ^
... (69)
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where
/ j  =  J Pf,(khviWj+DwtDwj)dz
/ j  =  ;  DpoWiWfilz
] F)M)j+2D/io(D*—
1,2 d
h = - ~ 4 „ i h h , i z
h  == J DhfDhfdz
J ,= 4ffP 0J D%(D^h}dz
I .^ iP o U id z
0
d
I
0
-  JH-- i
If we ivrito i — j  in eq. (59), we obtain
I -fg) —(S'A‘V^)-f2+Vfc*(/4+2/5+-^«+^e4-Ao)+-^8 +  -^B =  ^•
(60)
(61)
(62)
(63)
(64) 
(66) 
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(jonsider the change Sn in  n consequent upon a first order arbitrary variation  
'ho, (i/t, and in w, h, C •'’-nd f  respeotivoly ll ia t  satisfy  the boundary condi- 
t iens of -the problem , we have to  th e first order o f approxim ation
-5a[7 ,+ ? * + / ,+ / ,+ i,+ (g ,fc> a)JJ  =  n{SI^+ SI,+ dh+ SI,+ SI,)
. . . (71)
where SI is the corresponding change in  I .
After one or more integrations by parts we find th at these variations are
Kivon by
=  J [pJii^w—D{p,fiw)]Swdz .. (72)
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=  J Dpfflodt 
0
W s =  J {lio(D^-lc‘^ )^+Wiia(,D-^-k^)Dw-\-D*li^(D*+k^)w}Swdz
hi d
=  ihdhdz47r 0
w , = 4m j  m h  8h dz
W , =  I n^hShdz
W i  =  iP ^^K d z
0
iWs -  .r { p ^ k % -D (p M ) m d z
(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
(77)
(78)
(79)
(80) 
(81)
Differentiating partially eqs. (32), (34) and (36), we get the following equations
{(np^+H<,k^)-li^D'^-Dp^W+Snp^i-{H,,Kl4m)DSi =  ip^^DSw 
[n-7i(D ^ -k^ )-\Sh + M n  =  H J)S w  
[n-7)(D‘^ -k ;^ m + iS n  -  
Combining eqs. (71) to (84), we get
-8 n \I^  \-(gk?'ln^)I^—I^—I^—I^-\-I^\ =  2 /  {n[k^p^w—D(pJho)
■^[kU,liv)(D‘^ -k^)Dh^- ^  (Dp,)w-D{2p^Q.^)+p^(D^~k^)hoIv
+ —k^)Dw+ D f^i^ {D^+ k^)w)8wdz,
(82)
(83)
(84)
( 86)
We observe that the quantity which appears as a factor of 8w under the 
integral sign on the right-hand side of eq. (86) vanishes if the eq. (31) governing 
iVi h etc. is satisfied. Hence, necessary and sufficient conditions for dn to be 
zero to the first order for all small arbitrary variations in w, h etc, be solutions 
of the characteristic value problem. A variational procedure of solving for the 
characteristic values is therefore possible.
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Further properties of n
We interchange i and j  in eq. (69), first add and thou subtract, the resulting
(Hjiuitions become.
=-0 ... (86)
and
(n t-n j){Ii—I^—I^--Ij+If^+gk^lnfnf)Iz =  0. ... (87)
Consider two solutions characterized by n and its conjugate n, we expect, 
ronesponding solutions to be complex conjugates of one another, that is to say 
jf ill ^  n, )if -= n, Wi =  w, Wj == iti, hi ^  h, hj =  h, f ^  f and
6'
Substituting in eqs. (86) and (87) wo get the following equations,
 ^ ^  ^ A + / 4+ / 5+ -
. . .  ( 88)
and
1 1V 2] =  0. ... (89)
Ln the case n is eomtdex Im(M) 7  ^0, therefore, its coefficient must vanish,
I.C.,
1 I 2)/,] 0.
(Combining eqs. (88) and (90), we get
—2 Re('/i) — I , + h ~  ■
... (90)
... (91)
From which it follows that Re(/i) can never bo positive, or in other words, 
(lYcrstability cannot occur.
5. The Case of Exponentially Vabying Density
/\ case for which a simple analytical solution can be found is one in which 
tlic undisturbed density distribution is given by
Po(^) =  P i  , 0  <  z <  d . . .  (92)
=  0 elsewhere
where pj and are constants.
Assuming r, the coefficient of kinematic viscosity to be constant, we shall
take
iKo(2) =  W iexp^«- ... (93)
A further assum ptioit, nam ely th at \pd\ < <  1 is m ade, im plying th at the  
density variation w ith in  fluid is a good deal less than th e average density. We
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shall now consider the case of two free surfaces, so that according to boundary 
conditions listed in section 3, the following conditions must be satisfied.
«y(0) -= D^w{0) =  Dh(0) =  i>C(0) f(0) =  0
w(d) -  D^w(d) =: Dh(d) == D m  m  =: 0
(94)
Let us assume the following trial functions for w{z), h(z), ^{z) and ^(z) res­
pectively.
w(z) =  W sin Iz 
h(z) ~  K  cos Iz 
m j  =  Z  cos Iz 
^(z) =  X  sin Iz
where, W, K, Z and X  are constant quantities and
Z ^ , s being any integer.
(95)
(90)
(97) i
(98)
(99)
Substituting tlie values of w{z), h(z), m  ^{z) in cqs. (32), (34) and (35) 
respectively, we obtain the following equations.
kT4 1
^ x Z -  X  =  2QIW47tPi
n^K H^IW
where
%2X =  H qIZ
Solving the oqs. (100), (101) and (102), we get
i C -  -Wjs
2 W  w  Z -  ________2Qln2 W,
where V denotes the so-called Alfven velocity given by _
V =  W I4np ,)K
( 100)
(101)
( 102)
(103)
(104)
(105)
Evaluating the integrals defined by eqs. (60) to (69) by substituting the 
values of -the trial functions (95) to (98) and inserting them in eq. (70), we 
obtain after eliminating K^fW^, X^jW^, Z^jW^, on making use of eq. (104),
nn,{n,n,+ (n ,n ,+  V H ^ )+ n n JH ^ +  “T i t ? '  ®
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It reduces to an equation first obtained by Rayleigh (1883) when v  =  J /q
0. Hide in two separate papers dealt exclusively with the cases 
0, 7; =  0 (Hide 1966), (ii) =-0 (Hide 1966).
ArioJ (1971) obtained the corresponding equation when tj =  0. The equation 
(106) can be rewritten as ;
g^khj
x(2.+v)(l^+k^)~  =  0. (107)
i t  is convenient to discuss eq. (107) in non-dimensional form, so that the 
imporiant physical parameters of the problem may be brought out clearly. 
I^ et. us choose a dimensionless growth rate y and a dimensionless wave number 
:r by measuring 7i and k in suitable units.
We define ;
kdX ^  ,7TS 2/ =
nd (108)
so that in dimensionless form eq. (107) becomes
-V(/^+A^)(l+A;2)+y3[4(l+a;2)2(,S'2_^i^24.4i?^S)+2- A -B x ^L --  ■ ' ' . -  . - -  w . .
+ 2iy2[2(i2+^)(T+a;2) ( l + 4 / ^ i ? ( l /?)]
Bx^-?/[(!+47i:iS(l+.'r2)2)2+4^jf22(l+a;2)_
\  +  x
where
-^BE(R + 2S)x^(l+ x^)-2B B x^l+ 4B S{l+ x^)^) =  0, 
A  == 4f22d2/7r2^2F2 
B  =  gfid^InhSW^
8 — 7Tvsl2Vd 
E =  7T7jsI2V d.
(109)
( 1 1 0 ) 
( 111) 
(112) 
(113)
From the above equation, we see that, there are four parameters required 
0^ specify y  for any given x. These numbers A, B^ S  and E  respectively re­
present measures of coriolis forces, buoyancy forces, viscous forces and finite 
conductivity in terms of magnetic field.
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Eq. (109) \b a quantic in y, hence, it will have five roots. I t  is too difficult 
to solve it explicity for arbitrary values ot A, B, S  and B. However, it can 
bo noted that, if the absolute term in oq. (109) is positive that is <  0, all the 
terms of oq. (109) are positive. Consequently, either y is real and negative or 
complex with negative real part. Thus stability occurs for £  <  0.
Every equation of an odd degree must have alleast one real root having 
tlxe sign opposite to that of its last term. So that this equation, in case B  >  0 
allows, atleast one root whose real part is positive. In fact, it is the only real 
root. Accordingly, y or x is real and positive and thus the disturbance grows 
exponentially with time. The arrangement is therefore unstable for disturbances, 
corresponding to all wave numbers.
We shall now consider the effect of variation of various parameters on tlu^  
real value of y which represents the growth rate of disturbance. '
First, we observe that
2BR(\-\ABS)x^-
and
y (^)* if  >Sf =  0
(a;->0)
(x “ > oo).
... (114)
... (115)
Hence we must distinguish between the tw'^ o cases /S^ 0 and 0, whereas
in one former case no mode of maximum instability occurs—y monotonically 
increases from zero and approaches (B)i asymptotically (figure 1), in the lattn 
case there is always a mode of maximum instability which will exert itself early 
in the motion (figures 2 and 3).
Fig. 1, Tho growth rate y  is plotted as a function of wave number for B =  l ,  R = 1 , S = ^ 0  
and for value of A — 10,
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2, Tho growth rale y  is jiloited as a function of wave number 'jc for B ~  5, S * 1 and 
A — 1. Tho ourvo labelled 1, 2, 3 arc for values of R =  oo, R  =  1 and R — 0.
-h Growth rate y  is plotted as a function of wave-number x for B  =  5, S =  1 and A =  10. 
The curves labelled 1, 2, 3, 4 ore for values of R =  1, R =» 0.6, R *= 0.1 and R =*
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However, this distinction bf t^woon the two oases =  0 and 8 ^ 0  
appears for smaller vahies of i.e., for large wave-lengths of disturbance.
We shall first find the behaviour of y on varying the value of 7?. the measure 
of electrical resistivity. Clearly we must make distinction between the following 
two cases (i) ^  <  4/5?®, (ii) ^
(i) ^  <  4/Sf2. In this case we note that with increasing R, the value of ?/ 
also increases (figure 2). Thus more the electrical resistivity of the medium, 
more it tends to destabilize the configuration. I t  can be further noted that tJio 
present case also includes the non-rotating configuration (A — 0).
(ii) A >  4:8'^ . In this case a peculiar tendency is exhibited by y as wo ver}^  
the value of R, Two cases arise (a) R < R* and (b) R >  R* where
R* = A
8 _ (116)
Pig. 4. llluatraios the inhibiting influence of rotation in the unstable case. The growth rai^ ; 
y  is plotted as a function of wave number x for B =  6, R =  1 , S = 1  and for value's 
of A =  1, A =  10 and A == 100.
So long as 22 <  jR*, an increase in the value of JR leads to the increase in 
the value of y and therefore again the system departs faster from one position 
of equilibrium as we increase the electrical resistivity of the medium. However; 
when B  becomes larger than B* this behaviour is reversed for small values of
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Vow an increase in the value of B ,  brings down the value of y  for small values 
of X and thus for larger values of the electrical resistivity the system departs 
slowly from the position of equilibrium for large wave-lengths of disturbance 
Tills peculiar behaviour is however, marked only for small x. After reasonably 
values of x, once again the same uniform behaviour can be noted, namely 
lh;it with increasing electrical conductivity more instability is imparted to the 
system.
Next we consider the behaviour of variation of the values of A  on y.  In 
fit!;urc 4 curves of y  against xfov R ^  8 = I and B = 6 and values A — Q ,A ^ 1 0  
and A ~  100 are plotted. I t  can bo seen, (i) that for a given x, y  decreases with 
11i(^  iiicicasing A, (ii) that y ^  the maximum growth rate, also decreases with 
increasing A, and (iii) that a;^,the wave number for mode of maximum instability 
incroases with the increasing A. These observations are in agreement with 
iliose made by Hide (1955), Talwar (1960) and Ariel (1971).
6. W a v e s  in  t h e  A b s e n c e  of B u o y a n o e  F orces 
Putting i? =  0 in eq. (109), we get
|rf22/(i2+S)(l+a:*)+4J?-S(H-a:*)*+ip= -  ... (117)
I f  A 0, the eq. (117) becomes
y =  ^ (B + S )(l+ x ^ )± [ (B -S n i+ X c ^r^ L ]^ . ... (118)
From the eq. (118) it can be readily seen that for 0 ^  a; x^  where
(jR -S)2(l W ) "  = 1 . -  (119)
tlic solution corresponds to damped oscillations. The damping coefficient is
given by
- J % )  =  (jB+S)(l+a;«) ... (120)
and the frequency is
m  =  -  (12 1 )
Simplifying eq. (117), further, we get
?/“+ 2j^[(iJ+«)(l+a!»)+ if( ^ ^ - 5  )* ]+4B/S(l+a:®)*+l±i2J2(H-a!*)M* =  0
(122)
The solution of eq. (122) can bo easily written
-42?S{l+®*)®-l±.4*(l+a:*)*(fi'--B) ]*• -  (123)
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Since in eq. (123) the coefficient of y is complex: with non-zero real part, 
it should have necessarily complex roots. Hence we find that rotation in the 
absence of buoyancy forces gives rise to damped oscillatory motion throughout 
the range of wave number x, including the range x <  Xc for which the motion 
is a periodically damped in the absence of coriolis.
I(y), the angular frequency of oscillation, is given by
m  =  ± i (  4 - ^  ") *  (2)‘
(i{+S)“(l+a:2)2_
4(1+®®)
(124)
The positive and negative signs taken in possible combinations give thc\ 
angular frequency of four normal modes of oscillations. The expressions for tho\ 
phase and group velocities can be obtained from eq. (124) with the help of the' 
following relations.
=  ±I(y)lx , =  dl(y)ldx,
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